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Samuel H. Shapiro, Illinois
lieutenant governor, will
speak at a public meeting of
the Southern Illinois Chapter,
American Society for Public
Administration, Friday afternoon at SIU.
The meeting is set for 45:30 p.m. in the Seminar Room
of the Agriculture Buildilig.
Shapiro will speak on "The
Role of an Acting C bief
Executive."
Jack F. Isakoff, professor
of government and president of
the sponsoring cbapter, said
area citizens interested in
government are invited [0 at-

tend, as are all government
students.
The Southern Illinois C hapter is one of four state units
of the American SOciety for
Public Administration, a nationwide educational and professional organization. Chapter officers, in addition to
Isakoff, are Dr. R. C. Steck,
Carbondale zone director for
the Illinois Department 01
Mental Health, vice preSident,
and Max M. Sappenfield, associate professor of government, secretary-treasurer.
Shapiro wiD be introduced
by Jobn S. II_endleman, vice

president for business affairs.
Elected 1 !utenant governor
in 1960, .Iapiro previously
had served 14 years as a
member of the Illinois House
of Representatives. He was a
principal cosponsor of the illinois Mental Health Code, the
Mental Deficiency Code and
other mental healtb legislation.
In the 1959 session, he sponsored legislation to establish
a permanent Commission on
Mental Health and presently
is chairman of that commission.

No 'Blind Escalation,'Johnson Says
* Plans
*
Center
Presentation
Set Tonight
Clarence G. Dougr.eny, director of the University Center, will present three sets of
plans for the com pie Cion of
the center to the Campus
Senate at its meeting tonigbt.
All three plans propose the
erection of an addition to the
soutb end of the center that
will triple the present cafeteria space_
The annex will include p
rathskeller in the basement
under the additional cafeteria
space.
The plans will provide for
the completion of ballroom
space on the second floor of
the center. Another lounge,
similar to the Magnolia
Lounge now in use on the first
floor, is also planned for the
second floor, Paluch said.
According to the new plans
the Student Activities Office
-and Student Governmenr Office
will be relocated on the second
floor.
Meeting and general purpose rooms are planned for
the third floor.
One of the biggest cbanges
that Dougherty will present,
Paluch, said, will be the moving of the bookstore into the
area that is now known as the
Olympic Room.
"Acrually the bookstore will
take up the entire area from
the OlympiC Room to the Magnolia Lounge," Paluch said.
Also to be discussed at tonight's meeting will be the
outcome of the questionnaire
poll of students concerning
the proposed University seal.
"An official tally of the
Questionnaires has not been
made yet," Paluch said late
Wednesday, "but it looks like
the student reaction was generally unfavorable."

HAROLD CLURMAN

Discusses Viet
War Debate

Margaret Ennis

Chrutine GfJ1I1Re

Margaret Keller.tr",.

Kathleen Mahurin

Linda Mayo

Sandra Easdale

Plan On-the.Spot Vote

SIU Off-Campus Sweetheart to Be Picked
As Six Compete at University City Dance
Six women have entered the
Off-Campus Sweetheart Contest. The wi nner will be chosen
by a vote of persons attending
the Sweetheart Dance at University City Saturday night.
Margaret Ennis, sponsored
by Saluki Enterprises, is a
junior from Lockport. She is
majoring in English.

Harold Clurman, theater director, author, critic and executive consultant to the New
York Reportory Theater of
Lincoln Center. will speak at
the 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. Convocations today in Shryock
Auditorium.
His topic will be "The Challenge of tbe New American
Theater."
Mordecai Gorelik. researcb
profesSO)r of theater, will
introduce the speaker. A reception will be held for Clurman from 11 a.m. to noon in
tbe River Rooms of the University Center. It will be
sponsored by the University
Center Programming Board.
Clurman is directing a
Broadway play by William Inge

Christine Gawne, a freshman from Oak Park, is in
General Studies and plans to
major in English. Sbe is being
sponsored by University City.
A sophomore who plans to
major in speech correction is
Margaret Kellerstrass. She
is sponsored by Russell's

which will open soon, according to Paul Hibbs. SIU programs director. Clurman had
to leave New York during the
final rehearsals of tbe play
to fulfill his engagement here.
Since 1945, Clurman has
directed 24 theater productions. His most recent was
•• A Shot in the Dark" by
Marcel Achard and Harry
Kumitz. This comedy was also
produced as a motion picture
starring Peter Sellers.
Mucb of Clurman'stime has
been devoted to writing. He
has published a book and has
been a theater critic and contributor for many magazines.
He bas been theater Critic
for The Nation since 1953.

Refuge and comes from East
Peoria.
Kathleen Mahurin, a General
Studies freshman, plans to
major in art education. She is
from Chicago.
A freshman in commercial
art at VTI, Linda Mayo is
sponsored by Washington
Square and the Egyptian Dorm.
Her home is Bradley.
Sandra Kay Easdale, a
freshman from Coulterville,
is studying cosmetology at
VTI. She is sponsored by the
Jewel Box.
The dance is open to the
public and tickets are on sale.
for $1 a couple, at the information desk in the University
Center. They aIso maybe purchased from the presidents
of tbe off-campus housing
units and at tbe door the night
of the dance.
Music for the dance will be
provided by the Cballengers.
Dress is semiformal.
The dance is an annual event
sponsored by the Off-Campus
Presidents' Council and is the
largest off-campus social
event of the school year.

NEW YORK (AP)-President Johnson said, in a new
reply Wednesday night to
critics of his Viet Nam policy,
tbat the United States is not
caught up "in a blind escalation of force" leading toward
a Wider war.
Johnson, in an address prepared for a Freedom House
dinner, said a number of questione -he listed 10-still are
being asked in the wake of
public hearings on Viet Nam by
the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee.
He did not mention the committee but bis reference to itand "our commitment to free
discussion" -was obvious.
First. Johnson said, some
ask if this is a war for unlimited objectives.
Declaring that the answer
is "No," he said: -'Our purpose in Viet Nam is to prevent the success of aggression. It is not conquest; it is
not empire; it is not foreign
bases; it is not domination."
In short, he went on, it is
"to prevent the forceful conquest of South Viet Nam by
North Viet Nam."
Then, with these words. he
oealt witb the question of escalation: ., Second, some ask if
we are caught in a blind
escalation of force that is
pulling us headlong into a
wider war that no one wants.
The answer-again-is No. We
are using that force-and only
that force-necessary to stop
the aggression."
Johnson asserted that, With
increased numbers of American troops in Viet Nam, "the
higb hopes of the aggressor
have been dimmed. and the tide
of battle has turned."
The PreSident gave this
pledge:
-'Our measured use of force
must be continued. But this is
prudent firmness under careful control. There is not. and
(Continued on Poge 16)
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Gus says substandard living
was the only kind he'd ever
heard about before he came
to sm.
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Dance Fri. and Sat. Afternoon
to
Rock and Roll Band

RUMPUS ROOM
Flalllingo
No Cover Charge
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Lenlilm 3tudlos Production

NIKOLAI
GOGOL'S
Immortal
Masterpiece

THEOVEBOO!T
Directed by

Starring

ALEJO BATALOV

ROLAND BYKOV

NOW SHOWING THRU
MARCH 2nd.

TOQCartIs·JackLea.....
NatalleW. .d
~~:lR~TheGnat_"
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Gn=al P'e FI9ht

:5011oon Brawl

Tt>1!' Mad Ao,.Jtomobt~e Race

The S~k-5 Tent

F,end's OUl"lgoon

n~e

T~e

Westt'rn

The De",'II~h D"'9.eyc.le The
Some of the- gems ".,

S,.,",ng Iceberg

The greatest comedy 01 all time!

Rebecca Hindman
Wins Woody Title
Rebecca J. Hindman, a
freshman from Anna, was
crowned Miss Woody Saturday at the "Heans and
Flowers" dance held In the
Woody cafeteria.
The announcement of the
new queen was made by
Phyllis Williams, chairman of
the contest. Pamela L. Kidd,
the 1965 Miss Woody, crowned
the queen.
;
The queen's counwascomprised of Linda Keiner, a
sophomore from Du Quoin,
Yolanda Rodriguez, a freshman from Calumet City, and
Gail Nielsen, a freshman from
Oak: Park.

Deadline Is Friday
For Ski Club Trip
Friday is the deadline for
signing up fOT the sru Sid
Club spring-break trip to
Colorado, David L. Westin,
organization president, announced.
The group still needs 15
students to sign up before
student rates will be available.
To be eligible for special
student rates of $84 at Breckenridge Sid Inn, a minimum
number of students is required.
Westin said 45 attended the
meeting Tuesday evening and
saw two skiing movies.
A last day sign-up drive
will be conducted by the organization between I and 5
p.m. Friday in Room B of
the University Center. Westin
said any student interested
should stop by the University
Center meeting room and obtain more information on the
ski trip.

Foreign Students
Will Visit Capital
Foreign students have a
chance to visit Springfield and
tour the Capitol and Lincoln
shrines.
The trip is part of International Visitors Weekend.
Students will leave SIU March
25 and return March 27.
Only 40 can make the trip.
Those interested should apply
now at the International Student Center.
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SHOW TROPHY

Theta Xi Variety Show

Heap 'Um Big Trophy
Will Go to Winners
The first-place winners of
the group act in the 19th annual Theta Xi variety show
will take home a 6 foot, 2
inch trophy.
The show, which is sponsored by the Theta Xi social
fraternity, will be held March
4 and 5 in Shryock Auditorium.
The fraternity contends that
the trophy is the largest
awarded on campus and one
of the largest in the United
States. The trophy is permanently retired if a group
wins three years in succession.
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority and Phi Kappa Tau fraternity, who combined to win
tre trophy in 1963 and 1964,
came close to winning permanent possession of the trophy
but finished second to Delta
Zeta sorority and Delta Chi
fraternity last year.
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority and Delta Chi fraternity
won first place in 1961 and
1962. Bailey Hall, the only
non-Greek organization to win
in recent years, captured first
place in 1959.
Acts consisting of one to
four performers are placed
in the individual category.

lJl

!~,~)

,-;.

Open 24 hours a dav-7 days a week
UNIVERSITY SOU ARE SHOPPING CENTER

~

Five to eight performers make
up the intermediate division
and nine or more performers constitute a group aCt.
The Justin Singers, a folk
singing grouP. won the intermediate division the past two
years. The DUSEY Road Boys
finished second last year.
The Pointers. a barbershop
quartet. won the indiVidual
act contest last year and Chuck
Trentham placed second.
In 1954 the now-"~
comedian Dick Gregor;- w
first place in individu,,-l !e

Horrell Will T:.J h'
At Faculty Lunch
The Faculty Club will hold
a noon meeting today in the
River Rooms at the University
Center. William C. Horrell,
aSSOCiate professor of printing and photography. will discuss "Photography as a Creative An."

Today's
Weather
Sunny and a little warmer
today with the high in the low
40s. The record high for this
date is 74 set in 1930 with a
record low of 6 set in 1914,
according to the SIU Climatology Laboratory.

P.pJ

Activities

Exam Schedule
Corrections Given

Low, Religion, History
Included in Meetings
Freshman Convocations will
be held at 10 a.m. and 1
p.m. today in Shryock Auditorium.
Interfaith Council will meet
at 10 a.m. in Room D of
the University Center.
The Department of Music will
present a young peoples
concert by the University
Choir at S p.m. in Shryock Auditorium.
A Glee Club recording session will vegin at 5 p.r.l.
in Davis Al!ditorium in ,he
Wbam Education Building.
The AqLlaettes will meet at
5:45 p.m.-in the University
School Pool.
Women's Recr~ation Association varsity basketball will

Math Seminar to Have
Guest From St. Louis
The weekly Math Colloquium, sponsored by the Department of Mathematics, will
have as its guest speaker
Mahendra Nadkarni fro m
Washington University in St.
Louis. The colloquium will be
held at 4 p.m. Thursday in
Room 205 of the Wham Education Building.

Attempt to Kill
Teddy Roosevelt
To Be Described
The assassination am:.mpt
on the life of Theodore Roosevelt in 1912 while he was visit·
ing Milwaukee, WiS., will be
re-enacted
on "You Are
There" at 9 p.m. today on
WSIU-TV.
Other programs:
5:30 p.m.
Ask Me About: High school
students questit)n foreign
students.

begin at 6 p.m. in rhe Large
Gym.
The University Center Programming Board development committee will meet at
6 p.m. in R~om D of the
University Center.
Theta Xi variety show rehearsal will begin at 6:30 p.m.
in Furr Auditorium in University School.
The Gymnastics Club will
meet at 7 p.m. in the Large
Gym.
The Young Rep' .icans Club
will meet at • ,J.m. in Muckelroy Auditorium in the
Agriculture Building.
The English Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in the Home
Economics Loung;e.
The UCPB communications
committee will meet at 7:30
p.m. in Room E of the
University Center.
The Campus Senate will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in Ballroom A
of the University Center.
The Pre-Law Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in Room C of
the University Center.
The History Club will meet
at 8 p.m. in the Seminar
Room of the Agriculture
Building.
The Young Democrats will
meet at 8:30 p.m. in Room
B of the University Center.
The Christian Science Organization will meet at 9 p.m.
in Room C of the University Center.
Alpha Kappa Psi. business
fraternity, will meet at 9
p.m. in Davis Auditorium
in University School.
Pi Sigma Epsilon, marketing
fraternity, will meet at 9
p.m. in Room 205 in the
Wham Education Building.
The SIU Sailing ClubwUl meet
at 9 p.m. in Room 203 in
the Home Economics Building.

Club to Consider
,-Verits oj Poetry

The following corrections to
the final examination schedule have been released bv the
Registrar's Office:
.
3 o'clock Wednesday, March
16: GSB 103 will be a departmental final.
3 o'clock Thursday, March
17: GSD lOla, 10lh.

Studen ts to Speak
"Flashlight
Upon
the
Teaching by Our Instructors"
will be the topic of the Department of Zoology seminar
at 4 p.m. Thursday in Room
205 of the Life Science
Building.
A panel of four students will
discuss the topic; Peter H.
Howe, Martin G. Monroe, Jack
Podnar and Charles E. Rehn.

Complete
line of
Radio Program to Discuss
The 'Problems Of Negroes'
E. Walt Richter, lecturer
recorded at McCormick
in radiO and television, will
Place, Chicago.
moderate a discussion on the
"Problems of Negroes," on 11 p.m.
Moonlight Serenade.
"Comments on a Minority"
at 8 p.m. today on WSIU RaSailing Club WiIIMeet
dio.
The SIU Sailing Club will
Other programs:
meet at 9 p.m. Thursday in
Room 203 of the Home Eco8 a.m.
The Morning Show: A spe- nomics Building. Non-memcial feature on how to fig- bers are invited to attend. No
ure income tax will be pre- experience in sailing is necessented through the end of sary.
next week.
I p.m.

Readers Corner: Miss Judy
Haag will present oral readings from the works of famous authors.

2 p.m.
Page Two: What leading
newspapers of the country
Sports Panorama: Coverage
The English Club wHl meet
are saying about current isof the Southern Illinois
at 7;30 o'clock tonight in the
sues.
sports scene.
Family Living Lounge of the
3:05 p.m.
Home Economics Building.
8 p.m"
The meeting will be for the
Concert Hall.
Passport 8, High Road To
Danger:
"Long
Canoe consideration of poetry to include in "The Search: Sixth 5:30 p.m.
Through Africa."
Series." Students who have
News Report.
written
poetry can submit
9:30 p.m.
Film Classics: "Green their work for group discussion.
Pastures."

6:30 p.m.

WHAT A DOG!

- Sportswear
_ Suits

Buy ...

-Casuals
-Shirts
By

H.I.S.
Available at

GOLDE'S

h. i. s.

STORE FOR MEM
200 S. ILLINOIS

clothes

at

~.!j.

u....

--

,-, ,.

1!tbt &quirt ~bop 1Ltb.
Murdale Shopping Center
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Seal Is GoodA-'Maze'-ingly

Interviewee Ropes
Persistent Pollster
By ArrhurHoppe
(San Francisco Chronicle)
Q: Good morning, sir. I'm
from Opinion Research Analysis, Inc. I wonder if you'd mind
answering a few questions?
A: Gosh sakes, a poll taker!
All my life, I've read the polls.
But I've never met anyone
whose poll's been taken. How
odd you should choose me!
For I've been planning for
years and years exactly how
to anl'wer a poll taker's
questions.
Q: Would you mind ifl came
in theil, sir? I'll only take
about half an hour of your
time.
A: Heck, no. Come right in.
Like any good American I'm
delighted to donate a half an
hour of my time for nothing
to your business organization
so it can make a bigger profit.
Q: Well, ['d like to start, if
I may, by asking you a few
personal questions.
A: Please, go right ahead.
Naturaliy, like any decent citizen, I've no objections whatsoever to revealing the most
intimate detalls of my personallife to a pe~fect stranger.

Q: First, then, sir. if you

Puhlications
Still Enlerge
D~spite the staff difficulties Ihr~J.tenin~ i\U.ch University publications as the Gopher
and Gadflv-difficulties
which could he-Ip determine
whether those
publications
will contlnue toexist-rwonew
ma~azi ne staffs are planning
their first issues.
Editors of the Academy, a
journal of scholarly research,
short stories and essays, were
at last report still seeking
manuscripts. It will take a
well-edited, attractive magazine to attract enough purchasers to keep it afloat.
The Mosaic, proposed foreign students' journal, should
have considerable charm. The
staff has already shown initiative and enthUSiasm
tempered by methodical and
pnlctical planning.
With an awareness of their
audkncc's, Imaginative marerial and coordinated sales
ca mpa;;rns, both publications
c,f,uld :,urvive. We wish them
~ucC·_·S.-\.

Editorial in
'[ he \1innesota Daily

could give me your age, occupation and income.
A:' Yes, I'm a 52-year-old
man~gement
trainee.
And
while I don't mind telling you,
a perfect stranger, that I make
$39.50 a week, please don't
let my wife know. You see, I
never told her about a $1.50
raisp. I got in 1936.
Q: And how much money do
you have in the bank?
A: Let's see. we've got
$11.98 in our joint account
here. And I've got another
$153.672.09 in my numbered
bank account in SWitzerland.
But again, I do hope that w;U
be our little secret. You know
how snoopy wives are. Not to
mention the Internal Revenue
Service.
Q: All answers are confidential, sir. Now about your
pohticaI beliefs. What party
do you belong to?
A: Gosh, I've waited for
years for a perfect stranger
to ask me about my innermost
political beliefs. Well. firstof
all. I belong to the Leon Trotsky Falange. a Neo-KnowNothing organization.
Q: And whom did you vote
for in the 1956. 1960 and P64
presidential elections?
A: Stanislav B. Czezybytzski. a write-in candidate. In
the past. I've remained steadfastly loyal to Stanislav B.
Chezhybhyzhski.
Q: How do you spell that,
sir?
A: Sometimes
one way,
sometimes another. I often
think that's perhaps why he's
lost.
Q: Well. let's moveontothe
all-important
question-the
one that's the crux of our whole
survey: If the election were
being held today, sir, how
would you vote?
A: By the secret baUot.
Q: Well, I'U just put you
down as "undecided." And
now, if you'll excuse me ...
A: Hold on. Fair is fair.
You have to answer my questions. First, I want to know
your salary. your religiOUS
beliefs and your secret sexual
practices. if any. Do you think
poll taking is a blatant invasion
of privacy with disastrous effects on the t\ merican political
systE'm and .••
Hev! Come back. I didn't
get t(~ ask the crucial question
that's been ')n my mind for
years: lIow come anybody in
their right mind ever volunrarily suhmlts to being asked
such question;; by a perfe<:t
stranger?

r

Elliot Feldman. MSU State News

letters to the Editor

Writer Green With Envy
Over Aces' 'Red' Backing
Dear Editor:
Last year, SI U chose a color
to combat With Evansville's
"red." Here it is, 1966, and
we ha ve our .. green" for" gogo." But when one goes to
a basketball game, where is
the green?
One oc<:asionally finds a few
faithful with the ~reen hats.
There is also one student and
his girl who wear their kelly
gree cartigan sweaters. You
also see a handful of adults
with green or..
I would like to know what's
the matter With the students
and the people. H you have gone
to Evansville, you can't help
but recognize the fact that they
have red for their color. You
see
students,
along with
adults, wearing red socks, red
shirts. red sweaters, red
blouses,
red
skirts. red
dresses
and
red
shoes
(ladies). Do you see this at
SIU, that is, with our green?
The answer is no. I realize
that the color of ~reen was
only establiShed a year ago,
but we might as well get the
wheels turning sometime.
But how can students buy
bright green colors if then'
are none [Q be found in the
stores? It is a known fact that
the merchants in town cuuld
obtain
such
article" of
clothing, such as sweaters,

and sell them at a reasonable
price. You can't find bright
green sweaters in the Book
Store at the University Center.
Really, it'sashame.toclaim
green as our go-go color and
then to turn around and not
support
them.
That's not
showing spirit. Here it is,
almost Feb. 26. I'd bet money
you wiIl see more red in the
stadium then green. Why?
Because EvanSVille supports
its color.
I believe the students should
.. ~ informed about this. I also
believe the merchants of Carbondale should be informed.
If we keep up the "nagging,"
maybe students will have
available merchandise to buy.
Something should be done.
Even though the season is
almost over, it isn't too late
to get started. In a way, if
the students would really support the green, the basketball
team would be grateful. Our
players would appreciate it
very much.
I have one other complaint.
Here we are, No. I in the
nation in small college basketball, and we have probably one
of the poorest chl!ering sections in the nation. There arc
onl y thrl!" ti mes when th~' srudents veil. Thev show their
appreciation for -rht' boys when
tl1t'y score, they always stand
up for "(;0 Southern, Go"
3.nd thE' last instant, when SILT
is in a close contest or behind
the game. t\t this point th.,
srudents send up a roar of
'fJ!;(1 go g,o go."
You hardly ever hear the
students do any yells with the
cheerleaders.
Well, 1 hop,-, this letter will
start something rolling. Thank
you for your patience in reading it. I only hope you can stir
something up. it would be an
adequate improvement.
Re5pectfully,
Tom Coleman

'i .. ", John!olon ()am'"
(:oll~r .. ss

Unk .. d 10

DC'mon5tr3.ted recently in
Washington was a dancc' callE'd
the "Johnson Jump_" It's supposc'<! to he nc''', :Ilthough (;ongrt.~s~

h ..1S

doing: it for

bt,>('n ..lccuscd of
Cl

couplc' of Y"'3.r,..

To the editor:
Despite
initial adverse
opinion. may I offer my wholehearted support to the fruits
of Mr. Mifflin's effort in
creating a most symbolic seal
for Souhern.
It is difficult to believe it
took a mere five years to
capture With one geometric
puzzle the representatiOn of
the lines that have steadily
grown. along with the red tape.
in adVisement, sectioning, and
back to advisement.
I admire, too, the maze-like
quality that reminds one of [he
"rocky road of General
Studies" (if I may be alliterative) that one must travel to
reach his major.
Yet
I
must
be barely
scratching its symbolic sur:
face. Robert Frost himself
would have admired the levels
of meaning suggested in the
void in the center or core of
the symbol. (And he spent 20
years on one poem that wasn't
nearly as symmetrical.)
And while we're at it, why
don't we make the council
endorse razing that Old Main
eyesore anyway. It certainly
shouldn't last another century.
Those drafty rooms have
surely outlived therr usefulness. Why. you still have a
live teacher in most of tbem.
Who needs ivy when we have
IBM? TVs and other teaching
machines somehow look out of
place.
Yes sir. I'm 100 per cent
in favor of updating the Univesity symbol for what ir has
become to mean. And if a gl'ayhaird alumnus should return
and ask whatever became of
Old Main and the seal, we'll
say, ". _ • got in the way of
'progress.' old man. Geometric sunbursts are really
'in.' Can't you see how it
obviously represents
two
campi?"
Don Kornelly

SIU Campus
Already Has
Coffee House
To the editor:
In regard to Tim Ayers's
editorial about the "Need for
a Coffee House," perhapsi\1r.
Ayers doesn't
know it, but
there is a coffee house on the
campus.
Granted, it lacks many of
i\lr. Ayers' grcat hopes, but it
does ha\'c the bare l'ssentials.
It doE'S hClve a sta)!,"e and
facilities for "howin~ n1o\'i",,,,
It does have atn10sphcrl'
pr0vided by .Jrt, fn) k mUSiC,
drama and ":culprurc-, when
presented hy ir.te restc'd students.
TherE' is great variety in the
amount of material presented
to stimulate conversation.
The kitchen is operated and
managed by experienced student help who serve numerous
types of coffees and teas.
However, due to the large
amount of student involvemen~
in the operation and management of this coffee house, it
is only open on Friday and
Saturday eveninl;s.
This
coffee house lacks
many oi the fancy trifles that
a high-class place has. but
it does provide an atmospherE'
for communication I)f ideas.
The cofke housc is "The
Well," at 8[6 S. Illinoi;; ,\ve.
Each rime rhat I h,lve been
thE'rE', I hJve ('xchan).'''d ideJs.
I strongly ur.o!:e \Ir. ,\"pr,
and :lny inr,,'resteJ stUdent r)r
f"culry to swr hy and tn- it
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Languages Come First For U. N. Kids

School Molds Internationalists
It was 9:30 in the morning.
Inside the assembly ."Oom 10
nations were represented: the
United States, Russia, Great
Britain. China, India, Israel,
Argentina, Sweden. Greece
and Ghana. Several hands were
raised as those in the room
sought recognition to either
ask or answer a question.
Although it might seem like
it, this is not a description of
a conference at United Nations
headquarters. But that isn't
far off. It's a scene from
Miss Quinlan's first grade
class at the United Nations
International School in Manhattan. a school whose character is as international as the
U. N. itself.
According to the director of
the International School, Desmond Cole, the purpose behind
that character is "a school
aimed at training internation:!!
citizens."
The international citizens
who are being educated at the
school
are primarily the
children of those connected
with the United Nations, the
children of the Secretariat
members,
the clerks, and
various other U. N. international civil servants.
"OffiCially," Cole pointed
out, "though 72 per cent of
.he school's enrollment is
made up of children whose
parents are connected With
the L'. N., and though half
of irs IS-member Board of
Trustees is selected throu~h
the l,'. N.. anci also thou~h
the C.N. comributes to the
finanCing of the school: the
school is not part of the United
Nations."
Policy, fin,mcing, and the
development of the school is
the responsibility of the Board
of Trustees. And the administration of the school is
the
responsibility of the
director.
Established in September of
1947 as a nursery and kindergarten
school, the International School has grown
since then. !t now provides
the opportunity for an educatio" that extends from primary
school through high school.
Many of the children who 11:0
to the school do gettheir complete primary and secondary
education at the Internation:.>l
School. 1I0wever, because oi
the nature of the U.N. and
the high rate of transfers from
positions there, the average
stay of a student at the U. N.
School is two years and thr".!e
months.
The school's I1:rowth' from
its nursery school days when a
small group of [Cachers looked
after its initial class of 20
children of
15 different
nationalities to its present
size. a primary and secondary
school with "605 pupils and
,~o
full-time teachers, emhracing a combined total of66
nationalities,
has made it
necessary to transfer the
school itself several times.
In 19;)0 when U. N. headquarters
moved
from its
temporary location at I.akl'
Success to its perm:ment Sill'
in :>.lanhattan, the International
School also moved to Parkway Village, long Island.
.... t P.lrkway, classes for the
e"pandil"!!: school wcre conductt,,, in residential apartment>; converted for school

still conducted in Parkway. b!lt
the center is the present location in Manhattan on 70th
Street and First Avenue where
both prImary and secondary
classes are conducted. Of the
total present enrollment of

"The great majority of
these U.N. children:' according to Cole. "now go to city,
private.
and parochial
schools:'
The education received at
the International School is dif-

STORY AND CAlHOON REPRINTED FROM MANHATTAN

students, 435 attend
the Manhattan school, an 85year-old red brick structure,
formerly
P.S.
82. That
building was turned over to
the International School by the
City Education Department in
1958.
By 1967 the International
School
will move to still
another location. A Ford
Foundation grant will enable
the school to have what must
be considered its first really
permanent site.
There was a continuing
debate over where that new
location would be. But plans
are now settled, and the new
school will be built on a
three-acre Site where the
school will be part of a proposed 13-biock development
pro jeet. The city will lease the
site to the International School
at $1 a year for 99 years.
The
25th
Street
site
emerged as the place where
the school should be built.
The new building will allow
the school to increase its enrollment by two-thirds. from
605 to 1,000 students. This will
bring changes and better
facilities, but even with more
students the purpose and
international character of the
school will remain the same.
The intention of the SChool,
to he a place whl're children
of those connected with the
lJ. N. can be educated, will
also he the same. Although
ahout 28 pC'r cent of the
school's enrollment is from
Manhattan neighhorhoods, the
school has heen hard-pressed
to find places for the children
of all those offiCially connected with the United Nation~
who want their children to
attend the school. (ncrp.ased
US;)~':·.
accommodation will therefore
Primary school classes are prf)vide a solution to this.
605

ferent from that received at
the city, private or parochial
schools. The prol1:ram is one
"that cultivates an open-ended
attitude," according to Cole.
"The children here:' said
Cole "pay no attention to prejudices. They're tolerant of
each other and each other's
differences." By way of emphasis, children at the school
are permitted. if they want,

to
wear
their national
As
might be expected.
costumes.
languages are stressed at the
A blending of the best of International School. "Here
the world's educational sys- the aim is," said Cole. "to
tems-but one which seems to be
a bilingual school, in
be rooted particularly in the English and Fren.:h. We teach
the British style of education French in classes every day
and instruct in English."
Cole added that "we don't
at the moment teach courses
such as science or social
studies in French. but we
Will."
The policy at the school is
to provide programs in the five
Official languages ofthe United
Nations:
English, French.
Spanish, Chinese and Russian
plus offering extracurricular
instruction in other languages,
which can range anywhere
from Danish or Arabic to Hindi
or Urdu (a language used by
Moslems in Pakistan and
India). The teachers at the
school are competent to teach
a wide selection of languages.
"The only requirement for
instruction in any particular
language before it is given,"
said Cole, <'is that there be
at least five children in the
class taking the language. If
we have five children who want
instruction in Swahili but don't
have a teacher proficient in
Swahili. we'll get one."
Despite the fact that the
school is primarily intended
for U.N. children and despite
its focus upon languages. Cole
pointed out that the school
is
"not a compound for
foreigners." And, as an international school, he added that
"it's not a denationillizing inEAST. NEW YORK CITY
stitution. Nor is it anti-dominates at the school. t'\merican or anti-New York.
Cole, the director of the Inter- We
cooperate with other
national School for the past schools and New York is, of
year, came with 12 years of course, an extremely cultural
experience as the head of the city."
Americ.m School in Rio dt
It is a school that has as
Janeiro, and is a native of its over all objective the aim
Hampshire, England. Two- to promote and provide an
thirds of the instructors international education conteaching at the school are from forming to the spirit and
British Commonwealth na- principles of the United
tions or from Western Europe. Nations.

Daily Egyptian Book Review

Novel Describes Harlem Life
.. Bird At My Window" by
Rosa Guy. Philadelphia: J.
B. Lippincott Co. 282 pp.
$4.95.
Racial conflict and uninhibited sex provide the formula for much of today's
fiction by the current crop of
Negro writers. James Baldwin
is an example and this first
novel by Hosa Guy follows the
same pattern of sex and earthy
phraseology.
It may be stark realism :md
it may well be a true picture
of the seamy life it describes,
but to !his reviewer at least,
the conviction remains that
such writing does not make
any significant contribution to
be Iter racial u"derslanding.
and for mosl readers it leaves
a biller aftertaste.
lIark'm. with its ghetros of
poverty, discouragement and
hale. is the scene of this story,
as it has heen of many of the
recem
novels
by
Negro
authors. Through the eyes,
dreams and frustrations of
Wade Williams the author
seeks to make the reader

understand the kind of a world
Wade grew up in and the
hopelessness of life for those
who long to escape.
It is vivid. unsentimental
writing. The reader almost
feds the hear of the tenaments. the smells. the drunks
and the poverty.

Reviewefl by
Charles C. Clayton
Department of
Journalism
Mrs. Couy's protagonist was
born son of a half-white father
and a mother who was forced
to her knees in the co[[on
fields and never succeeded in
ge[[ing off them. Wade's SiSter, Faith, whom he adored and
trusted, his scheming brother,
Willie Earl, and the others
in the story are flesh and
blood reality. as is the tragedy
of Wade's own life, tWisted not
only by poverty but by the

violence of his service in
World War II.
It is not a hook for the
squl':1rnish. The four -letter
words
grate unpleasantly,
even In an age when their use
is condoned on the plea of
realism. This may well be the
way the people of the story
talk and act, but the suspicion
remains that the average
reader's repulsion will offset
whatever sympathy might be
engendered for those doomed
[Q
live and die in Harlem.
The author came to New
York With her family from
Trinidad when she was 7. She
grew up in Harlem, amid what
she describes as "[he corruptions of big city life,"
went to night school after her
marriage. later studied at l\:ew
'fork University and helped
found the Harlem Writers
Guild.
She displays an undeniable
talent for writing, but in this
reviewer's opinion, at least,
she. like other writers of the
Harlem scene, needs to learn
that restraint is an essential
in!U'edient of realism.
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Southern Illinois DeMolays
To Meet in Center Ballroom
Southern Illinois DeMolays
will observe the first day of
DeMolay Week on March 13
at the University Center Ballroom.
Celebrating the 47th anniversary of the founding of
the Order of DeMolay, the
group will present degrees to
master masons from Southern
Iiiinois.

Campus
beauty salon
by appolaltment Clr ..... tJc-l" Pb.1-&117

Me-xt to the Currency E

Larry Richmond of Mount
Vernon will serve as master
councilor; Don Prosser of
Carbondale, senior councilor;
and Steve Collier of Marion.
junior councilor.
Bob Bates, district deputy
of District 7, will be general
chairman and Rudy Noleen.
district deputy of Districts
9 and 10, will assist him.
A guidance committee of
chairmen from each community is as follows: Paul
Hall, Carbondale; Bob Fulford, Mount Vernon; Sam
Houston. Mar ion; Robert
Wolz, C he s te r; Richard
Blackwell, Murphysboro; V.
A. Falhain, Sparta; and Charles Tinley, Christopher.
Each day of DeMolay Week
the members will participate
in a community projet;t or
activity relating to their cardinal tenets: love of parents,
reverence, courtesy, comradeship, fidelity, cleanliness
and patriotism.
The Order of DeMolay,
sponsored by master masons,
is for boys between the ages of
14 and 21.

Only
the
Best
in
Flowers

"()
Jrene "
("II,·W· f'{,,,isl

457·6660

Job Interviews
Job interview appointments should be made at Placement Service, Anthony Hall, as soon as possible.
FEB. 25
FERRIS STATE COLLEGE, Big Rapids, Mich.: '3eeking instructors for the following areas: Administr~tive
assistant to the dean (School of General EducatIon),
biology, microbiology, physiology. general chemistry,
organic chemistry. earth sciences, English, jl;eneral
humanities, languages, head of Department of Math,
mathematics. generalized so~l science, eco'1omics,
political science, English/social studies, and mathematics/physics. For further details, please check with
Placement Services.

~'..:;

~'

n]!

CONSTANT C.C. CHANG

C.C.Chang
Will Speak
At Colloquium
Constant C. C. Chang, visiting professor of philosophy,
will make a series of talks
on Chinese philosophy.
Chang, a philosophy professor from Taiwan Normal University in Taipei, will discuss
"Differences Between Chinese
and Western Philosophy" at
the Philosophy Colloquium at
4 p.m. today in Hoom 208,
Home Economics Building.
Topics of other talks are
"Spirit of Chinese Philosophy," "Taoist Religion and
Paoist
Philosophy,"
and
"Source of Confucianism and
Taoism." Schedules of the
lectures will be announced
later.
Chang,
former political
thought pro'essor at Peking's
China University, was a Fulbright visiting professor of
Chinese philosophy at Washington l 'nive rsity in St. Louis
in 1'159-00, and lectured at the
l'nh'crsity of Hawaii last year.
Author of four books on
Chinese philosophy, the professor also is a journalist in
China. An editorial writer with
newspapers and magazines in
World War n,Changstillowns
a monthly magazine, The New
World, in Taiwan.
Chang will lecture at SIU
for two quarters under the
joint auspices of the Department of Philosophy and the
ASldn StudIes Committee. In
the spring quarter, he will
offer a seminar on Fastern
and Western philosophies.

o
how indeuendent can

SIT)UIF.R SESSION
By Th .. Sea
C\U.'OR~I.-\

W.:STF.K~

.. :\I\'.:RSITY

UDU be?

That's the Question. Independence from what. and for
what? It's essential to know. Whether you're a teen·ager
or an adult, your freedom depends on it. Chains drop and
horizons are unlimited for those who find the spiritual
bids of life. Hear this public Christian Science lecture.
"How independent can you be?" by THOMAS O. POYSER.
a member of the Board of lectureship of The First
Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston. Massachusetts.

Christian Science leclure

San

NO'lonollv ~,ominent .,'siting fc:::uhy
In, I v d C' Mouree Applego.e. James
~'e,1 Artley, Frona. Mcintyre.
Hermon E l"in, Leslie MacM"chell and
others..

CO'!lo'o"t. A

Spec11ll1 COuts~S In Guidonce~ Prof~s.·
sionol Standards.
Creative Writing.
T~aching lheo Mento II., Retarded. Teoch.
Ing of Read"'9, and othen.

Campus o ... e,ioo&,;s .he PaCific Oceon
pro ... ldlng 0 cool climate.

On campos dornu.ory focilities a ... ail·
able for slngl .. ar'ld ",arru~·d students.
Outstanding feereohanal anll ~'e,'all"l·
m~nt opportunltlC's including beoches.,
~odlng, surf'ng, fishing. Old ~.ico.
Sea World, San Diego Zoo. Balboa Pork,
OPen 0., Ltgnt Operas Dnd Sympho!"'es
NQ'lo"~1 ShQkespeo,~ Festival.
Wrrte' no".y lor Summe-r Bullerin. closs

FREE"

•

EV!="RVni\.iF

15

and applicaflon 10' Summeor

Quorre'r RrI!9,s'rat,an to:

8P.M.
RIVER ROOM-UNIVERSITY CENTER
Af)Mf'5~IO~J

( .. hf.

Sep •. 1.

5chedul~

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24

()i~~o.

Th,~e Wppk Graduate (ourseos sror,in9
Jvnp 17. July 18 and Augu~t 8. E I~\j'pn
Wede Under9,aduo,,, Quorter June 20-

WEI

D'fe~to,

of Summer OI:.oQr'.,

California We-st"''" UF1 ..... rs"y
390l Lomolond DFfve
San Diego. C~'IForrlla 92106
C01\.1~~

GENERAL ADJUSTMENT BUREAU, Chicago: Seeking
business and LA&S candidates for claims adjustor
positions.
VILLA PARK (ILL.) SCHOOL tJlSTRICT No. 45:
Seeking teachers for elementary and junior high school.
Please check with Placement Services for specific
listings.
SAN JOAQUIN SCHOOL DISTRICT, East Irving.
Calif.: Seeking teachers for elementary and junior high
positions. Please check with Placement Services for
further details.
FEB. 25
KENDALL-CHICAGO, OIVISION: Seeking business.
accounting, marketing, engineering majors for positions
in the manufacturing of hospital pr~ Jucts.
CHICAGO TRIBUNE, Chicago: Seeking business and
journalism majors for positions in classified advertising
and editorial assisting.
HASKINS AND SELLS (CPA), St. Louis: Seeking accounting majors.
ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION, Springfield:
Seeking engineers for positions for state regulation
of public utilities.
AMERICAN BRAKE SHOE CO., New York: Seeking
technology majors for production management posItions
in foundry industry.
WYDCOFF

STEEL

CO.:

Check with Placement

<iervice.

STERLING (ILL,) SCIlOOLS: Seeking high school
teachers for social studies. auto mechaniCS, electronicS,
French, SpanIsh, Latin, English, general math, home
economics girls' physical education and guidance.
WESTERN SPRINGS (ILL.) DISTRICT No. 101: Seeking teachers for all elementary grades and junior high
social studies.

60 From Southern Will Attend
Student Missions Conference
More than 60 students will
leave Friday from the Baptist
Foundation to attend the annual
spring student missions conference at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in
LouiSVille. Ky.
About I,OOll students from
collegcs and universities in
thl' Southeast and Midwest will
be at the conferenct!.
Speakcrs will be J. P. AIlL-n,
pastor of Broadwav Baptist
Church. Fon Worth, Tex.;
James Solute, visiting lecShop Wi.th

DAILY ZGYPrIAN

Adv~"Is~ts

'turer and professor at Hong
Kong Baptist Seminary; and
Kenneth Chafin, professor of
evangelism at Southern Baptist Theological Seminary.
The primary concern of the
conference is to redefi ne the
basic struggle facing every
individual as he encounters the
problem of the Christian mis<;ion. "involvement or isolation?"
The students, wllo will bc
rravelin!,! b~ car. will kavc
at noon Friday and return
by 3 p.m. Sunda>.
There will be a $2 registration fee for each student which
includes a buffet on Friday night and housing.

You'll have to try it!

SIRLOIN

:~::K

A hearty 8 oz. stea Ie with
Soup. salad & french fries

PRIME RIB

Includes soup, salad
and whipped potatoe s

Lillie Brown lug
119 N. Washington

PH. 457 -7723
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.~.,.,.-.~ ... Called 'Big Joke~

SIU, British Students' Debate
Labeled Comedy Bit of Year
By Tim Ayers

PHAM KHAC RAU

Former Viet Namese Governor
To Discuss Guerrilla Tacti~s
A former government head
of North Viet Nam who was
forced to leave that country
by Communists will give a
first-hand account of guerrilla
tactics at 7:30 p.m. lOday in
Muckelroy Auditorium in the
Agriculture Building.
Pham Khac Rau, who served
as a district governor in North
Viet Nam from 1943 to 1945
and who later served as chief
of the Revenue Bureau of
Hanoi, will speak on "Communism and Viet Nam."
He was driven out of North
Viet Nam by the Communist
advance in 1950. He became
chief of the Legal Department,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Saigon. before serving as a
representative of the Republic of Viet Nam to Singapore.
Rau has also served as director of public relations for

Flames Engulf
Commuter's Car

the president of the Republic
of Viet Nam. From 1963
through 1965, he was stationed
in Washington as charge
d'affaires of his country.
His appearance is sponsored by theSlUYoungRepublicans Club through the AllAmerican Conference to Com"at Communism.

The debate between SlU and
British students Tuesday night
was a big joke.
For what developed was a
comedy hour of the first order.
And the audience loved it.
John Hartley-Brewer and
Richard Oalder Jose, the English debaters, found a eager
and enthusiastic audience and
took full advantage of it.
The question debated was
.. America Has Moved From
Barbarism
to Decadence
Without Passing ThroughCivilization."
Presenting the negative side
were sru debaters Ronald J.
Hrebenar and John W. Patterson.
Pat Mick.en introduced the
members and explained that
the debate would be conducted
according to parliamentary
l"Ules rather than those normally used in American debates.
Hp. explained that parliamentary debate allowed for a
certain degree of harassment,
both formal and informal.
Hardey-Brewer began' by
extending the greeting of
Queen Elizabeth to her subjects in Ulinoi",.
He said that he was glad
to be visiting Egypt and spoke
of Pharaoh D. Blaney Miller.
He said that American decadence was both sexual and

Fang Will Lecture
At Texas Meeting

~r,.if.JAo

c;..~a
.pring IIreale id. . . . .

3 and 4 Day
Nassau Cruises
PRICED

get
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B&A
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HAIR STYLED

GENERAL INFORMATION -

TRAVElITIN ERARY July

TRANSPORT ATION: By Economy Class Jet Ai,li"er; Deluxe Motor·
coach; ond First Closs local Steaner .. Air fare is based on Group
T,avel Discount Rote.

ROFESSIONALS

NEW YORK BY KLM

ENGLAND
JULY 8-4RRIVE LONDON via Amstt!'t'dam

HOTELS: Stodent .ype accommodotions.

e

7..DEPART

ROYAL DUTCH AIR LINES

July 12- DEPART LONDO:'l
.HOLLAND
JULY 12"ARRIVE AMSTERDAM
JULY I.··DEPART AMSTERDA\I
BELGIUM
ARRIVE BRUSSELS
JULY IS-DEPART BRUSSELS

MEALS: Th,e" (3) ",eols DAILY THRCAJGHOUT.
TRA.,:SFERS: By private motot'cDoch hetween airports, hotels, rail
stations and ..,ice verso.

BAGGAGE: On" medium sized suitcase may be taken but most be
handled by possenger at all time •.
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like for America was based
on envy.
In the rebuttal HartleyBrewer put the question to the
audience in a comparison of
the secret services of the
two countries.
He asked the girls in the
audience whom they would
rather have, James Bond or
J. Edgar Hoover.
He went on to say that they
never said that England wasn't
decadent.
It is and they
wouldn't have it any other way.
he said.
The insults, jokes and puns
new back and forth for about
an hour. After the debate there
was a reception in the Seminar
Room of the Agriculture
Building.
It was evident from the
applause and laughter that the
audience had almost aR much
fun as the debaters.
~~;;..;.;.;...;;.;...;.;;.;.;;..;.;;.;..--.....

ANNOUNCING
s. I. U. EUROPEAN TOUR

J. H. Fang, assistant professor in the School of Technology and the Department of
Geology. will present a paper
"The Crystal Structure of
FetTimagnetic Barium Ferrite" at the American Crystallographic A ssoc iatlon
meeting Feb. 23 through
March 2 in Austin, Tex.

FetTites are of current interest because of their applications in high-frequency
A commuter's car caught electronic devices.
fire Tuesday afternoon at the
corner of Harwood Avenue and
U.S.51.
by
James L. Rice, an 18-yearold freshman from Du Quoin,
was enroute home with five
passengers when his 1961
model car caught fire.
Rice said that as he turned
out of the parking lot, the
"car started to smoke from
under
the hood and then
started to burn."'
A Carbondale fire truck arrived on the scene and exHAil SnLlST
tinguished the flames. The
~ -"7 ..IS So 1111.....
car was badly damaged, Rice
said.
WALK IN SERVICE
All of the passengers esCall 457-4525
caped injury.

material. He then spent a great
deal of time on the former,
which seemed to be a favorite
topic of conversation.
He went to describe their
experiences at the New York
Playboy Club.
Hartley-Brewer ended saying that the United States had
passed from Matt Dillon to Bob
PInl~~:~~~.ut stopping at DyHrebenar answered that
America wag moving toward
civilization, but that it had
setbacks. "We've been trying
to straighten out the mess
caused by 200 years of BriUsh meddling," he said.
Jose began his talk With
a heavy British accent and
moved into an English imitation of a Texas drawl, which
was humorous in itself.
To better demonstrate how
decadent America W'lS, he
gave his impersonation of a
presidential press conference.
In the skit the president
solved the pl·oblem of poverty
in the Appalachia coal mining
area.
The government had decided
to replace the nuclear submarines with coal-burning
submarines. These would be
sold to the British, he said.
Patterson got an ovation
from the audience when be
quoted Bertrand Russell a8
saying that the British dis-

SIGHTSEE ING: Sightseeing and eocursio" prog, .... s as specified in

GERMANY
ARRIVE COLOGNE

the itinerary will be provided by private motorcoQch. Unless otherwise
specified. services of guid.leelUJe, and enlrStee fees are i"duelect.

JULY 21--DEPA;~s~ir4NY("UNrCH)
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g,oup.

ARRIVE INNSBRUCK(a.m.)
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eluded in hotel bills. (Does "ot inelu.... peuonol tips.)

ARRIVE VENICJTALY
JULY 2S··DEPART VENICE

EXCLUSIONS: Expenses ..,d items not specifically mentio"ed in this
sheet ore not cover~, includir.g but not limited to: Passport Charges,
Ai,port COld Po,t TIJICes. Items Outsid" of Table d'Hote Menu, Laundry,
Beve,ages, Meals While in T,mlsit, Excess Baggage Charges, I"su,'
mice. Items of a Pu,ely PetSonoi Nature.

ARRIVE

ALSO HEIDELBER::GAND Mt]!'Q:tCH
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A!..SO RllEKA-SPLIT-DUBROV~IK

p----------------------.
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ARRIVE THES~A~~;~~
ALSO AT>fEN5-XYLOKASTRON.CORFU
AUGUST12··DEPART CORFU
ITALY
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British, North Vietnamese
Hold Meeting In Moscow
MOSCOW (AP) - British
Prime Minister Harold Wilson's government made direct
contact Wednesday with Communist Nonh Viet Nam after
Soviet leaders refused to join
Britain in promoting a parley.
On Wilson's orders, Lord
Chalfont called on Lee Chang,
acting head of Hanoi's diplomatic mission here, for atalk
on possible moves to end the
Viet Nam war. Chalfont is
Britain's disarmament miniSter. He accompanied Wilson on
his trip to MoscoVJ.
British sources reponed
Chalfont and Lee spent much
of the afternoon together. It
was the first time a British
minister had engaged in direct
exchanges with an accredited
representative of President
Ho Chi Minh's government
since large-scale fighting
flared in Viet Nam a year
ago.
Few details emerged beyond
the fact that both Lee and
Chalfont described at length

the conflicting East-West approaches to peacemaking.
Wilson was ponrayed as
detecting a glImmer of light
in the situation. He was encouraged that Lee had been
authorized by Hanoi to meet
Chalfont at all.
He has hope the meeting,
which had the forek:!owledge
of Soviet Premier Alexei N.
Kosygin, may be the stan of
a dialogue that could lead to
better things. Doubtless, Wilson feels the British public,
and left wingers within his own
Labor pany, will appreciate
his quest for peace.
To some extent, Lee's reception of Chalfont was a welcome development for Wilson,
for he had got just about nowhere in his attempts [0 persuade Kosygin and his top
colleagues to join with Britain
in reconvening patties to the
Geneva conference of 1954
to act as a forum for peace.
Kosygin, President Nikolai
V. Podgomy and Communist
_--~=-""'!IC=---"'" pany chief Leonid I. Brezhnev
met Wilson's repeated plea&
for cooperation with the argument that the Soviet Union
~RE
has neither a direct standing
in the crisis nor the right
to intervene.
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On the second day of the
three-day British-Soviet exchanges these developments
emerged:
-Wilson asked the Soviet
Union to cooperate in making
the Middle East a nuclearfree zone where even conventional arms should be controlled. This, if accepted,
would bar the region to
Britain's Cyprus-based Hbombers, U.S. Strategic Air
Command planes in Libya and
any Polaris submarines the
Allies may choose to deploy
in the Mediterranean.
-Wilson affirmed British
interest in a disengagement
of Easl;-West ground forces on
both sides of the Iron Cunain
and an area of arms control
in middle Europe. But the
precondition would have to be
that the existing balance of
power would have to remain
unchanged. He also talked of
ridding pan of Europe of
nuclear weapons

Teenagers Deny
Dynamite Prank
CHRISTOPHER (AP)-Two
Christopher High School students were held today for
questioning about a prank involving dynamite. Police said
two other youths were to be
queried.
Police Chief Herbert Silkwood declined toidentifyteenagers who he said denied
having placed seven sticks
?f dynam~te in a SChO~! supermtendent scar Tues y.
The explosives were found
With a note telling of a bomb
in the school. Silkwood said
there was no bomb. and that
the stunt evidently was a prank.
No effon had been made to
light the cloth fuse attached

~==========~:::=:::::==::=::~::::~t:o~t~h:e~d~y~n;a;m~it:e~"~h:e~s:aid.

FLOOD AT ROCK ISLAND-The Mississippi River, backed up by a
IO-mile-Iong ice jam, is shown spreading over a riverfront park at
the edge of the business district in Davenport, Iowa. The river
level reached 18.63 feet Tuesday afternoon. the third highest level
on record.
{AP Photo}

Boycott of Allies' Ships
Threatened by Unions
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP)A grumpy truce of silence
settled over AFL-CIO President George Meany's political
fight with President Johnson
on Wednesday. But maritime
unions gave the White House
new worries by threatening at
any moment to boycott ships
of U. S. allies dealing With
Nonh Viet Nam.
Meany curtly refused comment on statements of Secretary of Labor W. Willard Winz
that AFL-CIO "antagonism"
could hun labor" s own goals in
Congress, and that Johnson
won't bargain politically with
union leaders.
"We're !lot begging anybody," said a source close to
Meanu. but Meany and Winz
ducked newsmen"s questions
after Tuesday's clash
AFL-CIO politiCal· strategists said they would step up
their political action in this
year's congressional and state
elections "independent of any
pany:'
In Washington. White House

press spokesman Bill D.
Moyers said: "I think the
President and Mr. Meany get
along very well together:' and,
urm sure the President will
meet again with Meany at the
first opportunity:'
Tuesday's squabble was
over how m:Jch of a minimum
wage increase Johnson will
propose to Congress.
Maritime union leaders
conferred with Winz privately
after serving notice that the,r
treatened boycott which co~
affect hundreds of foreign
ships entering U.S. ports
might begin at any moment.
"We wouldn"t want to telegraph our punches," said
PreSident Josepb Curran of
the National Maritime Union.
Earlier, President Paul Hall
of the AFL-CtO Maritime
Trades Department had said
the boycott would not come for
another three weeks.
But Wednesday. Hall agreed
with Curran. who said, "We
might not give any notice:"
Winz declined to comment
on the boycott threat. which
raised serious diplomatic
problems for the Johnson administration.
On the political front.
indications were that the
Johnson administration felt
Tuesday's sharp exchange
between Winz and Meany had
cleared the air and eased the
threat of any imminent rupture
between labor and the White
House.
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Ready to Cope
With Escalation,
Secretary Says
WASHINGTON (AP)-Secretary of Defense Robert S.
McNamara told Congress
Wednesday the United States
stands ready to cope with any
Communist escalation of the
war in Viet Nam.
He said a wider war in
Southeast Asia would force a
call of U. S. Reserve forces.
"The issue has been joined
and our course has been set.
It is my hope that all Americans will throw their full support behind our military
forces defending the frontier
of freedom in Viet Nam:'
McNamara handed his 220page public repon: to the
Senate Armed Services Committee and Appropriations
subcommittee. then spent two
hours discussing the tiefense
picture behind closed doors.
"In view of the continued
bulldup of Viet Cong and North
Vietnamese forces in South
Viet Nam. we now believe
we should be prepared to
deploy
promytly additional
forces
to
that area if
required."
McNamara reported.
"President Johnson has
st:ated ca<:egorically that we
will give our commanders in
Viet Nam all the resources
they nped to carry out their
mission."
Outside the hearing room.
McNamara said the Communists are touilding their
troop s t re n gth because
American and South Vietnamese forces are inflicting
heavy casualties upon them.
"That argues against a limit
on our forces there." McNamara declared.

Jakarta Students
Protest Outsid~
Sukarno's Palace
SINGAPORE
(AP)-Indonesian troops fired on more
than 300 students demons!rating today outside President
Sukarno' s palace :In Jakarta
according to reports received
here.
The students were protesting Sukarno's ouster of the
anti-Communist defense minister. Gen. :\bdul Haris Nasution. the reports said.
Informants in Singapore
with access to information
from Indonesia said two students were wounded.
The troops loyal to Sukarno
opened fire after the students
shouted "Hang Subandrio:'
Sukarno's pro - Peking first
deputy premier, the sources
in Singapore said.
The Malaysian government
radiO, which monitors Indonesian broadcasts and has access to private intelligence
sources, said the trouble
broke out after a rally organized to demonstrate popular support for Sukarno. Some
of the de ,onstrators. shouting
pro-Communist slogans, cut
down a U.S. flag at the American Embassy but were prevented by guards from entering the building. A soldier
later recoverE':1 the flag.
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"BOB KENNEDY WANTS TO RECOGNIZE THE VIET CONGo
HUH? I'D LiKE TO RECOGNIZE A. FEW MYSELF RIGHT NOW'"
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Stayakel. ChiclllCO's American

Tax Boost Is Aimed
At Inflation and War
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
House passed 246 to 146
Wednesday a $5 billion tax
boost bill sought by President
Johnson to fight inflation and
help finance military operations in Viet Nam.
If the Senate passes the

Senator Happy
Over Decision
SPRINGFIELD (AP)-Gov.
Otto Kerner's chief legislative critic expressed pleasure
Wednesday that Kerner was
not calling a special legislative seSSion and said their
differences have decreased.
Sen. W. Russell Arrington,
Republican majority leader,
contends the state's budget
is balanced. Kerner at a Monday news conference said it
has a $68.8 million deficit.
The special session would
bave dealt with bolstering
finances.
Heretofore. Kerner and Arrinllton disagreed not only on
whether the budget was balanced but also on a number of
factors involved in figuring
the budget.
It was in the latter area
tbat Arrington said Kerner's
latest figures showed the
Democrat and Republican
camps to be in less disagreement.
Arrington said the Republican position was bolstered by
Kerner statements Monday
that:
The general reven~e fUnd
balance at the start of the
1965-67 biennium was $79.2
million. Republicans have said
it was $100 million. However.
Arrington said Kerner'spositlon althoUgh it has shifted.
bas been Interpreted by Republicans to be $76.2 million.
and this is what tbey use in
budget computations.
The state will have about
$82 million unexpended appropriations on hand at the end
of tbe biennium July 30. 1967.
"He agreed with us and gave
us better," Arrington commented. "We estimated that at
$74 million:'

-Set up a graduated system
of income tax withholding in
place of the flat rate now In
effect.
-Speed up the process. aIready under way, of making
corporate income tax collections current.
~~:;;r;arn:~stwi;a~:el ~~ -:Speed up collection of
effects in May when the with- SoCIal Security tax from selfholding figures in their pay- employed persons.
checks change-but they will r--;::==================:=======~~~==:;:;-,
not be paying any higher income tax.
A h.uon-dewa In .hasket weave.
The bill is intended to match
(Sometbia& old, SOJaetbin&
more closely the amount withheld with the final tax bill to
be paid. For some, withholding
This Arrow shirt gives you best of
will increase. The Treasury
both worlds. (1) A long'pointect
Department says that for many
collar role in the most authentic
in lower brackets it will go
tradition. (2) A husky·looking
down. On balance. more money
basket weave that updates
would come in earlier. Payordinary oxford. For other
ment of corporate taxes also
would be speeded.
interesting features, check the
The HOuse passed the bill
tapered body; back pleat and
after hearing warnings from
loop; back collar button. lots of
Democratic spokesmen that it
unusual stripes to choose from.
may not be the last tax
$5.00. You expected to pay more?
increase sought if the fighting
in Viet Nam expands. and deBotd New Breft In..
mands from Republicarts that
domestic spending be cut back.
The bill. on which the Senate
Finance Committee will open
hearings Friday WJuld:
-For two years, restore
excise tax rates of 7 per cent
on automobiles and 10 per
cent on telephone service.
These rates dropped to 6 and
3 per cent respectively Jan. 1.

new.,

--ARROW.--~,~.".=··,,;;,c.""'~""'~'"
.

Political Donation
Tax Break Proposed
WASHINGTON (AP)-Sen.
John J. Williams. R-Del •• proposed Wednesday that political
campaign contributors be
given tax breaks to encourage
more small donations to
candidates and panies.
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Examination Set for Summer Post Office Assistants
.\ nationwide competitive
exltmination has been announced for temporary summer employment in a number

of larger post offices through- plicants for employment as
out the country.
seasonal assistants. ApplicaThe exam will be used to tions for the positions, which
select the best qualified ap- pay $2.37 per hour.
Seasonal assistants will be
hired during the summer to
assist in regular postal work
Some assignments require
operation of motor vehicles.
COMPUI Shopping Cent.r
Applicants must be at least
18 years old at the time of
.Ch.ck C.shin,
.D.i".'s Linns.
appointment
•
• Motory Pu"'ic
.P.... lic Stenog,aphe,
SttJdents interested in ob• Mcm.), a.ien
• 2 Do), Licens. Plota
tainiJ:g an application form
.Titl. Senic.
S.,,,ice
should come to the Office of
• Open 9 0.1It. to
• Tra".le,s· Checks
Student Work and Financial
6 p.lIt. E"ery D.y
Assistance and see either
Robert D. Julius or Leonard
• Pay your Gas, light, Phone, and Water Bills here
L. Lukasik before Wednesday.

SALUKI CURRENCY EXCHANGE

TIRED OF COOKING?

LEADING TIlE WAY-Rev. Waltets (played by Mark Hockenyos)
leads Joe Harper (George Kane) in the "ways of the Lord" in the
Interpreters Theater production of "Tom Sawyer." The last two
performances of the play will be presented at 8:15 p.m. Friday and
1 p.m. Saturday in the Eaves Room of Anthony Hall. Price of
tickets is 51.

T.V. STAMPS

just another
of the friendly
extras you
receive when
you deal with
the people at
·TRY 'THE MOO' FOR A DELICIOUSLY PREPARED
MEAL TONIGHT!

MARTI1V OIL.
with 3
convenient locatiDns

315 N. ILLINOIS
421 E. MAIN
912 W. MAIN

$94,250 Granted
In U.S. Program
ForStudentAid
SIU has received a federal
grant of $94.250 for its Student
Work and FinanciaI"Assistance
Program, according to Franlc
C. Adams, director.
Of the total received through
the U.S. Office of Education,
$47,000 supplements a federal
work-study grant I:' ""'ct,
bringing funds for tilt ,
and summer quarrF'T'
$343,298.
About 800 student, : c1.lding 200 at the Ed" .. rc"vilk
campus, are worj<i~;,: under
the program, designd primarily to provide financial
assistance to students from
low-income families.
The remaining $47.250 of
the new grant is to finance a
special off-campus student
work program in conjunction
with state agencies and area
school systems, Adams said.

Board of Trustees
To l\'leet Today
The SIU Board of Trustees
will meet at 10 a.m. today on
the Edwardsville campus.
Items on the agenda include
a discussion of the Inner Loop
Road, financing of a physical
education building for the
Edwardsville campus and financing of family housi ng,
phase three. on the Carbondale
campus.

NEEDLES
• Diamond
.Sapphire
10 fit

UNIVERSITY SQUARE

all makes

Williams Store
212
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Zeta OJji~ers

39 fros·h· Honored for Scholarship

Are Installed

Phi Eta Sigma, freshman
men's scholastic fraternity,
recently initiated 39 men. To
be eligible each student must
have earned a 4.5 grade
average at least one quarter
of his freshman year.
The initiates are James T.
Mummert, William J. Ruden.
Raymond Samuel Baker,
Michael Ralph Casey. Dayton
L y n n Howerton, Kenneth
Eugene Markwell, Steven M.
Andes, David Allen Jones,
James David Cobb, James
Murray Francis.

Kathleen M. Ganey. ajunior
majoring in social studies.
has been installed as president of the Gamma Omega
chapter of Delta Zeta social
sorority.
Other officers are Marcia
E. Rodriguez. vice president
in charge of rush; Linda J.
Harris. vice president in
charge of pledge training; Andrea G. Bugaieski. assistant
Diana F. Armstrong. treasurer; Mary E. Gard, assistant; Judith A. Debus. scholarship chairman.
Sharon K. Kramer. house
manager and stp.ward; Sharon
K. DeZutti. assistant; M. Ann
Miller. recording secretary;
Jeanine M. Dusek. corresponding secretary.
Jacqueline L. Schryer and

Jerrv G. Finney.

Prices good thru Sat_
IGA TABLERITE-U.S.O.A. CHOICE
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Ib.47(

sus.ue ........
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Chicago's
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Art Institute fout
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.60
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Free
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3.00
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.DC
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Stay at Chicago's

YMCA HOTEL
826 South Wabash
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_
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of thE' Loop
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Margarine
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Cheese
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Acro$$ from the Varsity Theater- Dr. C.E. Kendrick, C.D.
Corner 16th & Monroe, Herrin- Dr. C. Conrad, 0.0.
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Breast ·0' Chicken
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6
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Apples
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Ripe Red

Cherry

Grapefruits
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: Boren's Meal Poli ..y
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24 oz.

Poly-Bogs
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Roast
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A band dance. sponsored by
the University Center Programming Board dance committee, wUl be held at 8:30
p.m. Friday in the Roman
Room of the University Center.

1121.1111
_»
I
«_

Manchester
Collelle. No.
Manchesler.lnd
Says. "Any
student. man
or woman. can

A special meeting of the
SIU Foundation Board of Directors has been set for Friday to discuss construction
and other real estate matters.
The group wHl meet in the
Board of Trustees room of
the President's Office.
Kenneth R. Miller, executive director of the foundation, said the group will act
on recommendations of the
Board of Trustees, which
meets today, regarding a contractor to construct a student-staff apartment project.
The board will also discuss
costs and potential financing
for a proposed residence hall
to be constructed at VTI
through the foundation.
Scheduled to be confirmed
bv the board are several real
e~tate transactions involving
Carbondale property bought
by the foundation.

'69 so

Spirit Band Dance
To Be Held Friday

C4/EI

A swinging weekend in
Chicago for $16

Foundation Board
To MeetFriday

:~.

gell. Dennis Robert Vogel,
William Clark Potter, Vee
Jack Ng, Joseph Yu-Kwong
Ng. Ta: Po Tschang and Ling
Wah Wong.

AT€D~IE4ILY

Sharon K. DeZutti, social
chairmen; KristinaM. Nelson,
senior Panhellenic delegate;
Judith E. MOrrison, junior
Panhellenic delegate; MaryL.
Anderson. sophomore Panhellenic delegate.
Marcia L. Winfree, historian; Jenna S. Tedrick. activities
chairman; Jeramae
Clark. standards chairman;
Katherine M. Slisz, parliamentarian; Jo Ellen Erwin.
press and publicity chairman;
MarCia D. Butts. counesy
chairman; Jeanine M. Dusek.
judicial board chairman; and
Mary A. Palm and Margaret
M. Simpson, j[Uards.

s.w. Pelletier, chairman of
the Department of Chemistry
at the University of Gerogia,
will be the guest speaker at
a chemistry seminar at 3
a chemistry seminar at ~ p.m.
Thursday in Room 204 of the
Parkinson Laboratorv.
Pelletier will lecture on his
recent structural work on the
3apogenins of polygala senega.
Pelletier was a member of
the research staff of the
Rockefeller Institute until
1962. He receiVed his B.S.
degree from the University of
Illinois in 1947 and his Ph.D.
from Cornell University in
1950.

•....

~_on

rence Tomala, John Theodore
Shaw, Dennis Oxford Douglas,
Roger Eugene Bishop. Michael
Earl Diesen, Carl George
Freeman, Dennis Ronald Olvera. Gerald Kent Worms,
Lawrence John Bassuk.
Ronald Marion Novak. Richard Ernest Roehrkasse. Albert Francis Verbeke, Richard P. Bauch, John Martin
Silvester, Larry K. Wray,
Willard John Duensing. Roben
L. Schnoor, Jeffrey Mayer Lezak, David Russell Lewis.
Keith C. Love. David Jack
Law- Husted, Dennis Willi.am Jahni-

KATHLEEN M_ GANEY

Seminar to Have
Guest Speaker

~...
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STATE VS. SIU-SIU's Randy Gain
(No. 25) scrambles for the ball with Indiana
States Jerry Newsom (No.1) in this picture taken

when the two teams played at Terre Haute. Indiana State won 85-83.
(AP Photo)

Possibility for SIU

Meal Pies
Ice Cream

Regional Tournament Invitation
Will Be Given Indiana State
By Bob Reincke

Sea"••t Hyde Pa'"

Yz Gal.

KRAFT'S WILD WEST

Orange
Juice 49
....erican
Sliced Cheese l:k:~- 49(
Margarine
pL~. 29(
Cream Cheese 3 p~~.l ~
Dressing :i:c:!~~O J~:' 39(
P.illa withCheese;~ 4 9(
Tomato Soup can 10(
ers
~:~ 19(
YzGaL

I,!;racle

Philadelphia

Heinz

Crac.... Barrel

we reserve the right to limit quantities

FRUI'~.

One of the three vacancies
for the Great Lakes Regional
to be played ar SIU may be
filled today when a formal
invitation is extended to Indiana Stare.
The
announcement was
made by David Price, anNCAA
official. in a telephone interview. Price said Indiana State
would be invited and would play
in either the regional here or
the Midwest Regional at Grand
Forks, N.D.
Price also would not rule
out the possibility that the
Great Lakes regional, set for
March" and 5, could include
both Indiana Srare and EvansVille. If this were to happen,
the Great Lakes Regional
would certainly be the top
one in the country since SIU,
Indiana State and Evansville
are ranked in the top 10 by
both wire services.
Indiana State, which was
beaten 98-89 by Evansville
Tuesday night, tied the Aces
for the Indiana Collegiate Conference (ICC) crown. The
Sycamores beat Southern 8583 Saturday at Terre Haute.

Price said the regional field
would definitely be filled no
later than Friday. The three
teams yet to be named will
be selected at large and not
from one of the 12 conferences
whose champions are automatically named [0 play in
the Regionals, Price said. The
ICC is not in thiS group.
The three teams will be
named by a selection committee headed by Edward S.
Steitz, athletics director at
Springfield (Mass.) College.
The field for each of the nine
regionals is chosen by a
separate committee.
Speculation earlier in the
week was that Kentucky Wesleyan, Tennessee State and
Grambling might be included
in the regional here. Price,
however, said two of the three
have been ruled out.
Kentucky Wesleyan, which
lost twice to the Salukis, has
accepted a bid to play in the
regional at Durham, N. C.
Tennessee State, meanwhile,
is ineligible for the regionals
because of NCAA rules. Tennessee State asked to be
classed as a small colle ethis

ORDERNOWI

& VEGETABLES

1966 ILLINOIS
iunllist

Lemons
Potatoes
Carrots
Grapefruit

LICENSE PLAYES

No. 'RK

Red & White

PICK UP SERJ"'ICE-DIRECT FROM SPRliVGFlEW

2 DA Y SERVICE
51.50 PER SET INCLUDES ALL CHARGES
NO MONEY OROE RS OR ST AMPS TO BUY!
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year after being designated
a major college a year ago.
Price explained that NCAA
rules forbid a team from competing in post-season smallcollege competition for one
year when it transfers from
major to small college ranking.
Grambling. which is also a
member of the National Association of Intercollegiate
AthietiL3 (NAIA), may choose
to play in the NAIA tournaments. Grambling has a number of freshmen on its team,
and NCAA rules forbid a ream
from playing freshmen in
tournaments unless the college has a total male undergraduate enrollment of 1.250.
Price said he did not know the
enrollment figures at Grambling.
Southern, which is at this
time the only definite participant in the regional here,
was the first team in the
country to be asked to play
in the regionals.
Price said that only seven
vacancies still remain in placing teams in the regionals
across the country. Three of
these are in the regional at
SIU while two are for the Midwest Regional and one each
for the Southwest and Pacific
Coast Regionals.

lloslf'ms Will llee!
The Moslem Students Association will hold an informal
coffee hour at 6 p.m. Friday
in the Morris Library Lounge.

the finest in

s#we-repair
(Work done whilE> you wait>
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Per.etJerance Pays Off

Bar Athlete Can Run Rings Around 'em
By Joe Cook
Fred Dennis is alousyfootball player. His basketball
isn't much better and baseball offers little hope.
But today Dennis is on tbe
verge of becoming a sports
star-in gymnastics.
"I was unbelievably bad in
most sports, bur I took to gym.
mastics, or maybe it took to
me," Dennis said.
As proof that be has finally
found his sport, Dennis, only
a sophomore. has already
taken over the top spot for
SIU on rings this season.
He is also coming along in
high bar and is Southern's second best there, behind Rick
Tucker.
His coach, Bill Meade,
doesn't mind going out un -he
limb by forecasting a place

Dennis started gymnastics
wbile a sophomore in bigh
school in Waukegan.
Although he started on
rings, Dennis took more of a
liking to bigh bar. However,
this
situation was soon
changed, after Dennis staned
turning out winning performances on rings. He was the:
filinois high school champion on rings his senior year.
Good ring men are always
in demand and Dennis was
flooded With tempting offers
from such gymnastics powers as Michigan. Michigan
State. Iowa and Washingron.

But he chose Southern,
largely because he felt it was
just a little better than the
others.
As a freshman Dennis competed periodically, but he
topped off last season by winning the Class A title in rings
at the United States Gymnastics Federation meet inNashville, Tenn., in April.
Dennis is still not quite
satisfied With his role on
Southern's team. He now has
aspirations of becoming an
all-around star, but he admits he still has a lot of
hard work ahead.

~~

"My free exercise routine
is atrocious and I'm not much
better in long horse," said
Dennis.
They are his two weak
events, largely because Dennis has neglected them.
Still, in his first all-around
assignment against Mankato
State three weeks ago Dennis scored 8.1 in free exercise and 8.4 in long horse.
He admits be's had little experience at both events.
Goals for this year? Well.
Dennis first of all would like
to top off the season performing for a championship team.
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Plus N_ and Used Tires
Phone

549-2737

Th.Oaily Egyptian rese,ves the right to reject any advertising copy. No refund .. on cancelled ads.
E~cellent

1965 Honda CB 160 very reasonable.
condition. Call 9-3715 after
10,30 p.m.
756

Volkswagen,
19M.
sunroof
remodeled. good condition. Call 549127~.
766

I '15~ Plymou[h, b cyl., stick. perfect condition. interior like new. radio and whl[ewalls. Call Sam Wa[son
3-2431.
746

1965 Honda 550. Low mileage. excellent condition. Mus. sell. $270 or
best offer. Call Dwight at ~53-·UI5.

Trailer, 1959. 8x35 2 bedroom air
conditioned; e~cellent condition. ideal
ror couple. 905 E. Park No. 23. 767

1965 Honda 160 cc •• very good condl.Ion. Mus. be seen. Best offer. Phone
457 -~;58.
740

1951 red MG TD, classic. Inquire a.
31b S. Wall.
759

FOR SALE

Guitar: A German made Framus classical gul.ar. S80. Call 549-4429. 742
M lcky Thompson mags wirh new tires.
$65 or beSt offer. JGe Spears, Rm.
528. Southern Acres. WY-28t I. i47

SOny TC500A, portable ~[ereo taperecorder. all accessories. $225 or
beS[ offer. Call Gene at[er 5;15 p.m.
at ~57-5725.
750

757

1954 Chevrole., 4-door. sedan. Good
condlUon. $125 or best offer. Call
9-1023 be[ween 5 and 7 p.m.
760
1962 Vanguard trailer. 55xlO air
conditioned. Will be vacated March
20. Priced '0 sell. Ph. 549-2440.
761
Honda Scrambler. 305ec. candy blue.
beS[ offer accepted. Phone 9-4571.
762

Selling is a cinch when you use new ..
easy Daily Egyphan ClaSSified!

FRED DENNIS

for him on the 1968 Olympic
team.
"Fred has come a long
way:' said Meade, "and if he
keeps improving, he should
have no trouble making thE'
next Olympics."
There is also ample evidence that his recent successes on rings are responsible for his newfound selfconfidence.
Once quiet and reserve,
Dennis has tll"ned a complete about face, and is now
acting like a gymnast.
"Gymnastics tends to draw
out the personality of an individual," Dennis said. Joining Phi Sigma Kappa social
fraternity has helped too.
After failing at other sports,

Auto Club Rally
Set for Sunday
The Grand Touring Auto
Club will stage an auto rally
Sunday.
Registration will be from
11 a.m. to noon at the Murdale Shopping Center parking
lot with the first car departing at 12:31 p.m.
Rallymaster Bill Logeman
has announced that the event
will be a time-distance rally,
but with the unusual feature of
not involving any signs along
the route.
The regular monthly meeti ng of the club will be March
3 at 7:30 p.m. in the Pine
Room of the Little Brown Jug
in Carbondale. Members are
invited to meet at 6:30 for
dinner. Winners of thE: Feb.
12 and 27 rallies will be announced.

Gym Time Offered
The University High School
Gym will be open to all students at the following times:
I to 5 p.m. Saturday.
I to 5 p.m. Sunday.
0:.10 to 10 p.m. Tuesday
h:31) ro 10 p.m. W'eo:'1esday.

Contract Mecea dorm, for spring
Quarter. Unsupe rvif;ed. cooking privilege~. Call 54'1· 381>0 df[e. five.
753
lUI Scott 50 wan stereo amplifier.
glazer steers turntable. matched set
12 in. 3 way $pt!3ker5 enclosed .. Call
lIob at 453-7452 sher 6,30.
754

Diamond engagement ring. Hallmark
/\AAt\-l quality. 1/3 carat soliraire
setting. never used.. Save S$ 60% off
list .. Best buy In Carbondale. M. Newman. 319 Walnu[. 3-2834 at[er 3.
763

FOR RENT
Wanted male ['oommate to share 2man, SO' rrailer. 2 miles from campus.
Cost
$50
mon.h. Spring.
54'1-2228.
;39
Three private spring contracts for
rent a. Forest Hall dormi[ory for
men. Two blocks rrom campus. luxurious, air-conditioned, rooms with
private ba.h. Mus. sell a. 525 below
contract price or best offer. 457-4603
or 549-4594.
726
.. con[racts available for spring [erm.
New, air - condhioned efficiency
apartments a. Egyptian Sands N. Call
549-3467.
751
Efficiency Apartment. Egyptian Sands
W•• reduced rate for spring term. air
condl[lonlng .. kitchenerte. color T.V ..
Jim 7-7480, 401 E. College. Apt. 19.
758

1960 Impala V8. automatic, radio.
power s[eerlng. Good condition. Phone
IlOb 45;\-2832. 6-9 p.m.
764

HELPWANTED

Male or female to operate snack bar.
Apply in person. Kue and Karom Billiard Cenrer, 104 IV. Jackson. ~37

WANTED
Girl to share apartment spring..
Modern,
air - condiCi(;ned. Call
Carolyn 9-7064.
7 ....
1st [enor ror gospel quane[. Call
7-7118 and ask for Louis Crenshaw.
749
Free jet fare [0 N. Y. Ci[y at[er sprin'!"
quarter in exchange for care of physically handicapped male grad. during
spring break. Call 9-3189.
-55

SERVICES OFFERED
SafelY first DIiver's training. Specialist. State licensed certified instructors. Get your driver's license
the easy way. Call 549-~213. IlOx
933, Carbondale.
582
For excellent typing service on electric IBM c:.r11 7-6648 after S.
7-11

LOST
1964 Elgin Hjgh graduation ring.
Inl[ials R.F. Please notify Ruben
FeUciano 45i-7854. Reward.
';"005
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Woman Gymnast's Picture Prompts Proposal
By Joe Cook
Janis Dunham, a mernberof
Southern's women gymnastics
team. has just declined an offer that will probably come
ber way again.
One of Miss Dunham's admirers in Brighton. a town

Coach Blll Meade didn't
know it at the time. but he had

Meade was also just elected
to the NCAA gymnastics rules
for a six-year
term.

a special reason to celebrate committee
last FridaY's victory over the
University of Colorado. The
victory was his 100tb as a
gymnastics coach.
Twenty-two of the victories
were recorded when he was
coacb at the University of
North Carolina, the r.~st were
here.

eluding three of the five starters. are from Illinois. while
the Aces have eight of their
IS players. including the great
Larry Humes; from Indiana.

When SIU and Evansville
meet in basketball it could be
more like the state of Illinois
meeting the state of Indiana.
Ten of the 14 Salukis. in-

Indiana State on the Sycamores' home court.
Evansville scored a 96-89
victory to tie Indiana State for
first place in tbe Indiana Collegiate Conference.
It marked the fourth year
that the Aces have had at least
a share of the crown.
Southern had lost earlier to
Indiana State 85-83.

Plus other Prizes in

PICK'S MYSTERY
SCRABBLE GAME!
HERE'S ANOTHER BIG WINNER AT PICK'S!
MRS. WANDA EVERETTS
She won a beautiful set of alunainuna
cooking war. playing PICK'Sfabulous ganae!
just north of Alton, sent her
a marriage proposal. via the
mail.
He said he was "impressed
with her beauty" in a picture
with the rest of her teammates
on the parallel bars. The picture recently appeared in several
d a j lie s
throughout
Illinois.
AU Miss Dunham knows
about her admirer is that he's
a 5-foot-8 school teacher with
a house and 20 acres of land.
"Letters like that are not
uncommon," said the pretty
5 foot 4 brunette. "Many of
my teammates get them quite
often."
Miss Dunham has thought
over the proposal and.~•• once
again the sport of gymnastics
has prevailed over man.

YOU COULD BE NEXT!
START PLAYING TODAY NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO WIN!

519 EAST MAIN

OPEN DAILY lSaJJIl-'J'nm

PRICES
GOOD THRU
SATURDAY

Ground fresh mlXl, til" •• claily •••••

Ground Beef4
quantities of
3 Ib5.in or
_ _-only-

Ib.

9~
..

U.S. Good

Chuck Steak· 5g e
lb.

Johnson Replies
To Policy Critics

HORWOOO

Sliced Bacon Ib.7g e

(Continued from Page I)
there will not be, a mindless
escalation."
Another question which
some ask, he said, is whether
the United States is risking a
wider war - perhaps wit h
Communist China.
"And again the answer is
'No.' .. he said, "never by any
act of ours-and not if there
is any reason left behind the
SOYe at Pick's!
wild words from Peking:'
40 OUNCE
Apparently
directing his
BOX
words to Peking, Johnson said
the United States has threatShurh-esh
ened no one, has sought the
lb.
end of no regi me-and will not
BOX
in the future.
Johnson discussed, toO, the
Shurfresh Cheese
much-debated question of the
lb.
LOAF
kind of government South Viet
Nam will have in the future.
"Washington will not impose upon the people of South
Viet Nam a government not of
their chOice. Hanoi shall not
impose upon the people of
South Viet Nam a government
not of their choice:' he said.
"We will insist for ourselves on what we required
from Hanoi: respect for the
principle of government by
conse'lt of the governed. We
stand for self-determinationfor free elections-and we will
honor their result."
Johnson said also the United
States is not neglecting "any
hopeful chance of peace." He
said American peac:!-seekers
will continue rheir efforts undiscouraged.
He said he could nO( answer
we mustquestion-"How
bear this burden."
another
long ' -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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